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By: Chief Martin Garza Jr.

Welcome to the Mission Police De-
partment’s Newsletter. The newsletter 
will be issued monthly with the pur-
pose of keeping all staff members and 
members of the community informed 
on any topics and programs in prog-
ress at the Mission Police Department.
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Hurricane season is here and in order to provide the best service to our 
community we must first prepare ourselves. Being officers of the police 
department we must prepare for the unexpected and be ready to act on a 
moments notice. I strongly urge you to prepare your family, and prepare 
all necessary items to protect your home in the event that a hurricane 
develops and you are called away to do your duty.

A message from the Chief
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Things to prepare:
 Trim branches, Clean rain gutters, Duck tape windows, cut grass
Items to have
 water (1 gallon per person) (get enough for 3 days)
 food (3 day supply of food)/food and water for pets
 Battery powered or hand crank radio (NOAA weather radio)
 Extra batteries
 Flash lights
 First aid kit
 Dust masks
 plastic sheeting/ Duck Tape
 whistle
 towels/hygiene products/male products/female products
 Garbage bags
 Wrench plyers to turn off utilities
 can opener
 local maps
 cell phones with chargers with inverter or solar inverter
 prescription medication, infant formula and diapers
 important documents (insurance policies/ bank account records/Birth Certificates/etc.)  
 waterproof containers
 cash and travelers checks
 First aid books, sleeping bags, change of clothing/shoes
 liquid chlorine bleach and medicine dropper to help purify water 
 (www.cdc.gov/healthywater/pdf/emergency/09_202278-B_Make_Water_Safe_Flyer_508.pdf)
 fire estinguisher/matches
 books, games, paper, pencil, other things to keep busy
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In efforts to revitalize the traditional program of neighborhood 
watch programs the Mission Police Department along with the 
help of South Texas College developed QR codes to post in the 
entrances of subdivisions of all neighborhood watch programs 
within the City of Mission. The residents will  be able to scan a 
QR code with a smartphone; once the user scans the code they 
will be taken to our webpage that will display different statisti-
cal information about their neighborhood. The QR project will 
help increase interest with the neighborhood watch program. 

This project will keep the residence of the neighborhood in-
formed of all property crimes within there area. Information on 

what police are searching for such as fugitives and supicious vehicles will be at the neighbors disposal for 
their knowledge and safety.

The City of Mission Police Department 
honored the fallen officers during National 
Police Memorial Week. Police Chief Martin 
Garza Jr. led the ceremony and acknowl-
edged each of the fallen public servants from 
the City of Mission. These public servants 

were as follows: 
Humberto Avila, 
Fulgencio Velas-
co II, Chief Patrick 
Dalager, Inv. Sam 
Garza Jr. Officer Abelardo Saldaña, Captian Leon Tiger Zamera Sr., 
record clerk Josefa Peña de Sylva, Assistant Chief Robert Rivera, Chief 
Claudio Castañeda, Officer Juan Muñoz, Detective Sgt. L.B. Garza, and 
Officer Albert Aguirre. The Mission Police Department in coordination 
with the Mission Museum opened a gallery where they showed the pho-
tos and memories of those who served in law enforcement in the City of 
Mission who are no longer with us today. 
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National Police Memorial Week

Chief Martin Garza Jr. is giving a speech at the National Police Memo-
rial week Event

Tierra de los Encinos Block Party
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Chief Martin Garza Jr. along with 
Mayor Salinas and other officials open 
the Museum to the public.

Chief Martin Garza Jr. along with Inv. Jose A. Gonzalez 
show how the QR codes work to the community of Tierra 
de los Encinos
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The City of Mission along with Border Patrol 
reached out to the community of Madero on 
May 5, 2012 (Cinco de Mayo). Chief Martin 
Garza Jr. of the Mission Police Department 
and Chief Rosendo Hinojosa of Border Patrol 
came together as a symbol to show that the 
community comes first and that they will work 
together to make sure the community is safe. 
Different activities were provided to the com-
munity of Madero like games for the children, 
and the Homeland security band composed of C.B.P. officers. 
Along with these different activities a QR code was put in 

place that would allow 
adults and teenagers with 
smartphones to look up 
statistical information 
about their neighboor-
hood on their phone.
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Madero Block Party

Amanda Longoria Scholarship Recipients
Investigator Romeo Ortega and Vice President 
of Crime Stoppers Yadina Ramos presented 
the Amanda Longoria Scholarship at Mission 
Veterans High School. Students Cynthia Rios 
and Luis Cardenas received a $1000 dollar 
Scholarship to aid in the cost of going to a col-
lege of there choice. Both recipients could not 
have received this award without the help of the 
volunteer work of Mission Crime Stoppers and 
the community of Mission.

Yadina Ramos, Cynthia Rios, Luis Cardenas, Inv. Romeo Ortega
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Chief Martin Garza Jr. shows a QR code and how it 
works to the community of Madero.

Chief Rosendo Hinojosa and Chief Martin Garza Jr.

The Homeland security band composed of C.B.P. plays 
for the public of Madero.
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Patrol Bureau Commendations

For Professional achievement in the superior performance of his duties while 
serving as a patrolman during his tour of duty on Wednesday, April 18, 2012. 
On said date Officer Gilbert Cano was dispatched to 1232 E 1st, Street in 
Mission, Texas regarding a home invasion that had just occurred. Officer 
Cano obtained pertinent information regarding suspects and immediately dis-
seminated the information via radio to tother Officers. Shortly thereafter, Of-
ficer Eduardo Hernandez conducted a traffic stop at the 100 block of E. Tom 
Landry on the suspect vehicle. After initial investigation, the suspects were 
subsequently arrested and evidence was recovered linking them to the home 
invasion. An intense investigation by the Criminal Investigation Bureau later 
revealed that one of the suspects was involved in a Homicide that occurred 
earlier in the week. Officer Cano’s immediate response to the call and gath-
ering of proper information led to the closure of the home invasion and the 
murder. 

Officer Gilbert Cano

Officer Juan Carranco

For Professional achievement in the superior performance of his duties as 
a patrolman during his tour of duty on Sunday, April 15th, 2012. Officer 
Carranco arrested four (4) subjects in the area of 212 Bahia for the offense 
of Theft by Appropriation. Later that morning, Officer Miguel Manforte 
responded to a mobile disturbance at 811 W. 26th Street. Officer Manforte 
gathered the necessary information from the victim on the suspects, and 
the suspect vehicle, being a Black Chevrolet Impala.After finishing his 
report on the Theft by Appropriation case, Officer Carranco was leaving the 
central police station when he heard a call of a possible drunk driver driv-
ing a Black Chevrolet Impala. Officer Carranco located the suspect vehicle 
and called in the information via his portable radio and notified dispatch. 
The suspect vehicle was stopped and the occupants were identified. After 
the homicide at 2 1/2 North Moorefield Road, Officer Juan Carranco pro-
vided the Criminal Investigation Division valuable information linking the 
Black Chevrolet Impala and its occupants to the earlier mobile disturbance 
on April the 15th, 2012, and the victim, Christine J. Kalifa, who eventually 
was identified as our murder victim. 
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Patrol Bureau Commendations (Continued)

Officer Eduardo Hernandez

For professional achievement in the superior performance of his duties while 
serving as a patrolman during his tour of duty on Wednesday, April, 18, 2012. On 
said date, Officer Eduardo Hernandez was working when he heard, via radio, that 
suspects in a black in color vehicle had just committed a home invasion as 1232 E. 
1st. Street in Mission, Texas. Officer Hernandez observed a vehicle matching de-
scriptions given by Officer G. Cano, Officer Hernandez conducted a traffic stop on 
said vehicle at the 1000 block of East Tom Landry. Once back up arrived, Officer 
Hernandez made contact with the suspects whose clothing descriptions provided 
by Officer Cano matched what the suspects were wearing. Upon further investiga-
tion, consent to search was granted and the shotguns used during the commission 
of the crime were found inside the trunk of the vehicle. Officer Hernandez having 
knowledge of a murder that had occurred days before, remembered the vehicle in 
question and thus called Investigators to his location. Both suspects were subse-
quently arrested for the home invasion. An intense investigation by the Criminal 
Investigations Bureau determined that one of the suspects arrested by Officer 
Hernandez was involved in the murder. Officer Hernandez’s dedication, vigilance 
and determination allowed the apprehension of the suspects. 

Bureau of Investigations Commendations

For professional achievement in the superior performance of their duties while serving as Criminal In-
vestigators investigating the death of Christine J. Kalifa, a Mission Resident. The aforementioned Crimi-
nal Investigation Supervisor and Criminal Investigators worked tirelessly in an effort to solve the case. 
With the assistance of Patrol Officers Gilbert Cano, Miguel Monforte and Eduardo Hernandez and the 
interview and questioning of the witness and possible suspects, Aaron Gonzalez, a Mission resident was 
arrested and ultimately charge with Capital Murder.

Sergeant Jody Tittle, Criminal Investigators, Jorge Saenz, Arturo Tijerina, Jerald Perez, David Garcia, Dina Perez, Vicente Ochoa, 
Joe Aguilar, Yvette Martinez, Roel Velaquez, Estaban Jra, Raul Tanguma, Eduardo Latin, Dina Valdez, and Mario Monforte
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The Mission Police Department recently added  3 
new K-9’s to the K-9 Bureau. K-9 Nixon and his 
handler Officer Shane De la Garza, K-9 Adam and 
his handler Officer Richard Flores, and K-9 bobby 
and his handler Charles Lopez. 

K-9 one specializes in the tracking of suspects and 
narcotics 

K-9 two specializes in the detection of weapons, 
ammunition, and bombs.

K-9 three specializes in the detection of evidence, 
and narcotics. 

K-9 Tico and his handler Officer Roque Vela have 
been with the Department for several years. Tico 
specializes in the detection of evidence and narcot-
ics. 

K-9 Unit 
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Career on Wheels (Escobar Elementary)

The Mission Police Department visited 
Escobar Elementary to give insight to 
students about the career of a police of-
ficer. The students were allowed into the 
Mobile Command Center, and Investiga-
tor Jose A. Gonzalez gave a brief tour 
inside and presented to the students how 
different components are integrated and 
function. Students were able to see how 
the camera works, along with how offi-
cers communicate with dispatch through 
telecommunications. Investigator Jose A. 
Gonzalez also explained to the students 
the importantance of obeying the law and 
how to decide when to call 911. Investi-
gator Gonzalez and Investigator Romeo 

Ortega answered various questions to a full extent for the students of Escobar Elementary.
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Investigator Jose A. Gonzalez with students of Escobar Elementary School.


